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Begin with 30-45min of cardio
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Barbell Deadlifts

2 sets  20 reps   10  lbs

Start with 10lbs on each side of the bar. Up
weight by 5lbs as needed. Should be easy-
moderate. Don't strain

Barbell Good Morning

2 sets  10 reps

On first attempt just use the bar (it usually
weights 45lbs). If this is too easy gradually
add 5lbs. Easy-Moderate

Machine Assisted Pull-ups / Pullups

3 sets  4 reps

Decide what weight is comfortable for you.
Should be difficult. 

Rear Delt Machine Flyes

3 sets  8 reps   20  lbs

Straight Arm Pulldowns / Pull Downs
/ Pullovers

3 sets  10 reps   20  lbs

Add 10 more lbs if too easy. Should be
moderate. 

Face Pull / Rear Delt Pull

3 sets  10 reps   40  lbs

Start wtih 40lbs add 10lbs as needed.
Should be difficult. 

Wide-Grip Lat Pulldowns / Pull
Downs / Pullovers

3 sets  15 reps   20  lbs

Should be easy. 

Farmer’s Walk / Carry

3 sets  30 secs   30  lbs

Start with 15lbs dumbbells in each hand.
walk around the weights area of the gym
for 30s at a time. 

Inverted Rows / Reverse Pull-ups

3 sets  10 reps   30  sec rest

Aim for 3 sets. If you can do more, go for it
until you can't go anymore. 
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Barbell Deadlifts

Primary muscle group(s):
Lower Back

Secondary:
Abs, Calves, Forearms, Glutes & Hip Flexors, Hamstrings, Quadriceps, Upper Back &
Lower Traps

Place a barbell in a clear space on the floor. (Make sure there are no obstructions in your
way.

Stand facing the barbell with your legs about 4-6 inches from the bar.

Place your feet shoulder width apart.Your feet can be pointed straight ahead or turned
outwards slightly.

Squat down, keeping your back straight and grip the bar with an overhand grip at
shoulder width.

Keep your arms fully extended and stand up with the barbell.

As you lift the barbell, your hips and shoulders should rise together and your back
should be straight.

As you reach the top of the lift and are standing straight, rotate your shoulders back
slightly until you feel a slight stretch in them.

Lower the barbell back to the floor in the same squatting motion you used to lift it.

 This exercise can be very dangerous if performed incorrectly. If you are a novice, only
perform this exercise with an experienced trainer's supervision.
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Barbell Good Morning

Primary muscle group(s):
Lower Back

Secondary:
Abs, Glutes & Hip Flexors, Hamstrings

Using a squat or barbell rack, set the barbell at shoulder height.

Position yourself so the barbell is resting on your shoulders and you are facing away
from the rack.

Stand up to lift the barbell clear of the rack and take a few steps away from the rack.

Position your feet slightly less than shoulder width apart.

Keep your legs straight and bend forward at the hips.

Continue bending forward until you feel a mild stretch in your hamstrings. (Do not try to
bend past the mild stretching sensation. As flexibility increases so does the range of
motion.) Hold for a count of one.

Return to the starting position by straightening from the hips. Repeat.

 Start with lower weights when performing this exercise for the first few times to
allow your body to adapt to the movement. This exercise can also be done with your
knees slightly bent to emphasize use of your glutes.

Machine Assisted Pull-ups / Pullups

Primary muscle group(s):
Middle Back / Lats

Secondary:
Biceps

Select the correct weight to counterbalance your own before beginning. The heavier
the weight, the easier it will be.

Reach above and use an overhand grip to secure yourself as you kneel on the padded
surface of the assisted machine. Tighten your core as well as your glutes.

Lower yourself slowly. Do not lock out the elbow. Pull yourself back to the starting
position but do not let the weight touch the stack. Pause and repeat.
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Rear Delt Machine Flyes

Primary muscle group(s):
Shoulders

Adjust the seat on the Rear Delt Machine so that your chest is against the padding and
the handles are at shoulder level. Tighten your core throughout the movement.

Holding on to the handles in front of you, engage your rear delt muscles (back of the
shoulder). Pull the weight, focusing all of the tension in your shoulder muscles.

Pause when the handles are at your sides then slowly return to the starting position. Do
not allow the plate to touch the weight stack.

Straight Arm Pulldowns / Pull Downs / Pullovers

Primary muscle group(s):
Middle Back / Lats

Secondary:
Lower Back

Stand with feet shoulder-width apart. Keep the lower back straight and the core tight.
Reach up and grab a pull-down bar with a wide grip.

Keeping your arms straight with a very slight bend in the elbow, pull the bar down to
your hips. Breathe out and flex your lats as you do so.

Pause and slowly return to the top of the movement. Do not let the weight rest against
the stack. Repeat the movement.
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Face Pull / Rear Delt Pull

Primary muscle group(s):
Shoulders

Secondary:
Lower Back

Stand tall facing a pulley that has been adjusted to higher than head-height.

Attach a rope or dual handles to the pulley and grab hold of each end with your palms
facing your head.

Engage your abs and pull the weight towards your face. Separate your hands as you
pull.

 Try to keep your arms parallel to the floor.

Wide-Grip Lat Pulldowns / Pull Downs / Pullovers

Primary muscle group(s):
Lower Back, Middle Back / Lats

Secondary:
Abs, Biceps

Set up a cable station with a straight bar attached to the top pulley.

Sit on the seat facing the station. Keep your feet flat and planted firmly on the floor.

Using an overhand grip, hold the bar as wide as comfortable. (Your hands should be
about 1 1/2 - 2 times body width apart.)

Lean back slightly without arching your back.

Pull the bar towards the top of your chest using your shoulders while arcing your
elbows out to the sides of your body.

At the end of the movement squeeze you shoulders together slightly and hold for a
count of one.

Return to the start position by arcing your elbows forward while relaxing your
shoulders.

Repeat.
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Farmer’s Walk / Carry

Primary muscle group(s):
Forearms, Neck & Upper Traps, Shoulders

Secondary:
Abs, Calves, Hamstrings, Quadriceps

Place a pair of dumbbells or kettlebells at your feet. Brace your core and keep your
chest up as you kneel down. Pick the dumbbells up, maintaining your form and keeping
your gaze straight ahead.

Standing up, walk forward in a straight line, holding the dumbbells at your sides.

The trick is to use very heavy dumbbells. Walk as far as you can then set the weights
down. Take a short break and repeat going back the other way.

Inverted Rows / Reverse Pull-ups

Primary muscle group(s):
Lower Back, Upper Back & Lower Traps

Secondary:
Abs, Biceps, Shoulders

Set the bar to your waist height.

Lie on your back under the bar.

Reach up and grip the bar with an underhand grip with both hands.

Keeping your body straight,  pull yourself up towards the bar by pulling your elbows as
far back as you can and trying to touch the bar with your chest.

Hold and squeeze your arm and back muscles.

Lower yourself back to the start position in a controlled motion.

Repeat.

 For this exercise, you can use a Smith machine bar, an Olympic bar on a rack or any
other straight, sturdy bar set to the right height. The lower the bar is to the floor, the
more intense it will be due to the starting angles of your arms.
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